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ABSTRACT

A filtering algorithm for generating subtle random variations in
sampled sounds is proposed. Using only one recording for impact
sound effects or drum machine sounds results in unrealistic repet-
itiveness during consecutive playback. This paper studies spectral
variations in repeated knocking sounds and in three drum sounds:
a hihat, a snare, and a tomtom. The proposed method uses a short
pseudo-random velvet-noise filter and a low-shelf filter to produce
timbral variations targeted at appropriate spectral regions, yield-
ing potentially an endless number of new realistic versions of a
single percussive sampled sound. The realism of the resulting
processed sounds is studied in a listening test. The results show
that the sound quality obtained with the proposed algorithm is at
least as good as that of a previous method while using 77% fewer
computational operations. The algorithm is widely applicable to
computer-generated music and game audio.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sampling is a widely used sound synthesis technique in music syn-
thesizers and drum machines as well as in sound effects for video
games [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, repeatedly using a single sample
results in a mechanical output, often called the “machine-gun ef-
fect” [5]. An endless variety of signal-processing techniques can
be used to dramatically modify samples, such as filtering and tem-
poral envelope shaping [1, 6]. However, natural and subtle varia-
tions between consecutive sounds are needed to achieve realism,
and these are difficult to generate.

In computer games, the desired variations are often achieved
by storing multiple recordings of each sound, such as gunshots or
footsteps, and using round-robin for playback [7]. Morphing tech-
niques have been proposed to synthesize new sounds with subtle
differences, when at least two example recordings are available
[8, 9]. The cross synthesis of different samples using linear pre-
diction is another possibility [10]. However, these techniques are
limited to variations between two or more samples, requiring more
memory than a single sample and not necessarily yielding the full
range of realistic alterations.

Linear prediction has been applied to produce different ver-
sions of a sampled sound by using the same prediction filter and
replacing the excitation signal every time with a different random
sequence [11]. However, high filter orders, like N = 1000, are
needed for accurate spectral details. Modal synthesis techniques
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can also be used for creating random variations in impact sounds
[12] or variations based on physical properties of the resonant ob-
ject and the exciting force [13, 14]. However, the latter two do
not run in real time. Recently, various machine-learning meth-
ods have also been applied to synthesize impact sounds [15, 16].
A deep-learning architecture was proposed for efficient real-time
modal synthesis of impact sounds [15]. Another approach uses
conditional WaveGAN for synthesizing knocking sounds [16].

Lloyd et al. suggested the use of a multi-notch filter with ran-
dom adjustment to produce plausible variations [12]. To obtain
good results, they recommended using ten biquad filters. The cen-
ter frequencies were distributed uniformly on the logarithmic fre-
quency axis, and the filter gains and Q-values randomized. How-
ever, appropriate ranges for these random filter parameters were
not discussed in detail.

This paper introduces a new solution to the problem in which
only one sample is available, and with the goal to produce many
realistic variations efficiently at playback time. We refer to this
as the small-data problem [17], as opposed to the more common
big-data problem, which leads to very different challenges. We
propose a signal-processing method, that applies a short and sparse
velvet-noise filter (VNF) to the source sample and further filters it
using a shelf filter. The VNFs and the shelf filter are designed so
that the resulting spectral changes convey natural variations, which
are learned from a set of recordings in this work.

Velvet noise was originally proposed as an efficient and per-
ceptually smooth alternative to white noise for modeling late rever-
beration [18]. Velvet noise can also be used as the input signal for
subtractive synthesis of stationary sounds [17, 19], but the same
approach is not directly applicable to percussive samples. Alary
et al. proposed the use of short VNFs as efficient decorrelation
filters [20]. These filters were shown to produce some spectral
coloration, which was subsequently reduced by an optimization
scheme [21]. In this work, we exploit the spectral coloration effect
of VNFs.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recapitulates
the basics of VNFs. Section 3 introduces the new algorithm for
one-to-many mapping. Section 4 discusses the calibration of the
algorithm parameters for four test signals. Section 5 validates the
proposed method by analyzing the spectrum of the chosen signals,
by assessing them in a listening test, and by comparing the com-
putational cost with a previous method. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. SPARSE FILTERING BASED ON VELVET NOISE

Velvet noise is a sparse pseudo-random signal, comparable to white
noise, having a small percentage of non-zero samples [18]. By
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(b) Magnitude response

Figure 1: (a) Impulse response of an exponentially decaying VNF
(Ls = 2ms) and (b) its Bark-smoothed magnitude response.

taking advantage of the sparsity of the VNFs, computing its time-
domain convolution with another signal becomes very efficient
[18, 22]. Conceptually, the first step in generating velvet noise
is to create a sequence of evenly spaced impulses with a desired
density [22]. The sign and location of each impulse are then ran-
domized, but impulses still remain within a given interval, having
a range dictated by the desired impulse density [18]. Fig. 1 shows
an example of a VNF consisting of eight non-zero samples and its
magnitude response.

For a given density ρ and sampling rate fs, the average spacing
between two neighboring impulses in a VNF is

Td = fs/ρ, (1)

which is called the grid size [23]. The VNF consists of M im-
pulses, where the sign of each impulse is

s(m) = 2 ⌊r1(m)⌉ − 1, (2)

where m = 0, 1, 2, ...,M − 1 is the impulse index, ⌊·⌉ is the
rounding operation to the nearest integer, and r1(m) is a uniformly
distributed random number between 0 and 1, i.e, r1(m) ∼ U(0, 1)
[23]. The length of the filter is then Ls = MTd. The mth impulse
of the sequence is located at

k(m) = ⌊mTd + r2(m)(Td − 1)⌉, (3)

where r2(m) ∼ U(0, 1) [23].
To prevent the smearing of transients, consecutive pulses are

attenuated exponentially, i.e.,

se(m) = e−αms(m) r3(m), (4)

where α > 0 is the decay rate and r3(m) ∼ U(0.5, 2) allows
some extra variation [20, 21]. The VNF v(n) is then

v(n) =

{
se(m) for k(m) = n,

0 otherwise,
(5)

and the total energy decay is

LdB = 20 log10 e
−αM . (6)

shelvingx(n) y(n)velvet

gw

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed variation filter structure.
The shelving block consists of a single first-order low shelf.
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(b) Magnitude response

Figure 3: (a) Example impulse response of the proposed variation
filter and (b) its Bark-smoothed magnitude response. The VNF
here is the one that was also presented in Fig. 1.

The sparsity of the VNF v(n) allows an efficient time-domain con-
volution with a signal x(n) [20], i.e.,

(x ∗ v)(n) =
M−1∑
m=0

x(n− k(m))se(m), (7)

where ∗ denotes the discrete convolution.

3. PROPOSED VARIATION FILTER

The block diagram of the proposed variation filter structure, shown
in Fig. 2, consists of a direct and a filtered path. The filtered path
contains a first-order low shelf [24] followed by the VNF. Addi-
tionally, the filtered path has a gain gw to control the magnitude of
variations introduced at the output. An example impulse response
(IR) of the proposed variation filter is shown in Fig. 3a. The ef-
fect of the direct path is seen in the IR at time zero and that of
the low-shelf filtered response of the VNF follows shortly after.
The corresponding Bark-smoothed magnitude response is shown
in Fig. 3b.

The core of the variation filter structure is the VNF that gener-
ates random coloration in the input sample. The VNF is a sparse
FIR filter parametrized by its length Ls in ms, the number of im-
pulses M , and the total target decay LdB in dB. For each unique
output sample a new random VNF filter is needed. The purpose
of the low-shelf filter is to target the generated variations at higher
frequencies. The effect of the low-shelf filter is further explained
by Fig. 4.
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(a) Low-Shelf Filter
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(b) Velvet-Noise Filters
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(c) Proposed Filter

Figure 4: Magnitude response of (a) the low-shelf filter, (b) VNF
filters, and (c) the proposed variation filter. Statistical values in
(b) and (c) are computed from 500 Bark-smoothed responses.

Figure 4a shows an example magnitude response of the low-
shelf filter with Fc = 50Hz and Glo = −20 dB. The magnitude
response of a VNF is shown in Fig. 4b. The response is analyzed
from 500 random 3-ms long VNFs with M = 8 impulses. Finally,
Fig. 4c shows the spread of the magnitude responses of the com-
plete filter structure. Figure 4b shows that the VNF produces a
wide spread of variations, especially at the low frequencies. Intro-
ducing the direct path and adding the low-shelf filter on the filtered
path reduces the low-frequency variations. Thus, large variations
are only produced on the passband of the low-shelf filter, as shown
in Fig. 4c.

4. TEST SAMPLES AND FILTER PARAMETERS

The proposed variation filter was tested on four different sound
types: hihat, snare-drum, tomtom, and door knock sounds. A
set of 30 recordings of each sound type were used as the ground
truth of the real variations. The recordings were captured by hit-
ting each object multiple times, concentrating on using consistent
force and location of each individual stroke on the drum. All the
drum sounds (hihat, snare, tomtom) were performed by a semi-
professional drummer with over 20 years of practise on the instru-
ment, whereas the door-knocking sounds were performed by an
amateur percussionist.

Table 1 shows the filter parameters used in this study. These
parameters were calibrated with the help of a statistical spectral
analysis, and by listening to the generated samples within each
sound type and comparing them to the ground truth.

The proposed filtering algorithm was compared against a ver-

Table 1: Proposed filter parameters for the four test sounds.

Sound Fc Glo Ls M LdB gw
Hihat 50 Hz −20 dB 30 ms 8 20 dB 0.5
Snare 100 Hz −5 dB 4 ms 8 20 dB 0.2
Tomtom 75 Hz −6 dB 2 ms 8 20 dB 0.25
Knock 50 Hz −25 dB 2 ms 8 20 dB 0.4

sion of a previous random filter method [12]. Instead of the ran-
domized center frequencies we opted to use a graphical equalizer
(GEQ) consisting of ten biquad sections [24] and randomized only
the filter gains. By using fixed center frequencies, we ensured each
frequency area would always have only a single filter. The filter
gains were limited to the maximum of the spectral analysis of the
ground truth at each center frequency. Only negative gains were
used, as suggested by Lloyd et al. [12].

The capability of the proposed one-to-many mapping was fur-
ther tested using various unique samples. These sound examples,
generated with the proposed method, are available online1 using
the web audio player from [25].

5. RESULTS

In this section, both objective and subjective test results are pre-
sented to assess the sound quality of the proposed and previous
methods. Additionally, the computational cost is discussed.

5.1. Spectral Analysis

The spectral variations generated by the proposed filtering struc-
ture and the previous random GEQ filter were compared against
the variations present in real recordings of each test sound type de-
scribed in Sec. 4. The spectral analysis was conducted by investi-
gating the pairwise magnitude spectrum differences of 30 samples
resulting in 870 permutations. Bark-smoothing was used on the
spectra to approximate the frequency resolution of human hearing.

Figure 5a shows the actual variations retrieved from 30
recorded hihat sounds. Figures 5b and 5c show the same analysis
of 30 filtered samples generated with the proposed and previous
methods, respectively. The source sample for each filtered signal
was the first sample in the recorded set.

As seen in Fig. 5c, the GEQ filter approximates the overall
spread of variations in different frequency areas. However, it fails
to capture some of the details, e.g., the strong resonance around
800 Hz. On the other hand, the proposed filter in Fig. 5b models
also some of the finer details, as seen from the jagged edge of the
variations. However, in the case of the hihat sound, we opted to use
longer 30-ms VNFs, that produce less variations than the shorter
VNFs, and fail to reach the level of variation seen in Fig. 5a. Ad-
ditionally, the longer 30-ms VNF results in some temporal smear-
ing. We suspect that the more salient differences between the hihat
recordings are in the time domain and were better modeled with
the longer 30-ms VNFs.

Figure 6 shows the same spectral analysis conducted on the
snare-drum sounds. Variations between the recorded set of 30
snare strokes are shown in Fig. 6a. The 4-ms long VNFs used
for the snare drums are relatively short compared to the ones used

1http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/
papers/dafx21-one2many/
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(c) GEQ

Figure 5: Statistical analysis of pairwise magnitude-spectrum dif-
ferences in 30 hihat sounds. A comparison between (a) the unique
recordings, (b) the samples filtered with the proposed method, and
(c) the samples filtered with the random-GEQ method. Each spec-
trum is Bark-smoothed.

with the hihat sound. This results in smoother variations and does
not produce the ragged detail, as seen in Fig. 6b. Overall, the mag-
nitude of the variations is matched well with the actual recordings.
Again, the GEQ filter in Fig. 6c behaves similarly as with the hihat
sound, capturing the overall shape of the variations, while missing
some of the narrow resonant details.

The variations in the tomtom sounds are shown in Fig. 7a.
Whereas the actual variations in the hihat and snare sounds were
concentrated at the middle frequencies, with the tomtom sound
there are large variations also at higher frequencies. The GEQ
filter models the overall shape of variations accurately, as seen in
Fig. 7c, but again lacks the finer details of the actual variations.
On the other hand, the proposed filter in Fig. 7b has some more
detail but does not produce as much variations above 6 kHz as in
the ground truth in Fig. 7a.

Finally, Fig. 8a shows the variations between 30 door-knock
recordings. These sounds have the largest variations of all the
sound types with maximum variations reaching up to 20 dB. The
larger variance may be explained by the more complex excitation
produced by multiple knuckles hitting the door as compared to the
drum sounds with the tip of the stick as the exciting object. An-
other explanation may be that the amateur performing the door
knocking was less meticulous than the semi-professional drum-
mer who played the drum sounds. Figure 8b shows the variations
generated by the proposed filter structure. It produces smaller vari-
ations at the higher frequencies as compared to the ground truth,
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(c) GEQ

Figure 6: Statistical spectral analysis of the (a) recorded and (b),
(c) processed snare-drum sounds, cf. Fig. 5.

Table 2: Computational operations count of the proposed method
compared with the GEQ based on ten second-order sections.

Method ADD MUL Total Saving
GEQ 40 50 90 Reference
Proposed 10 11 21 77%

but otherwise matches the actual variations well. The GEQ fil-
ter in Fig. 8c performs similarly as with all the other sound types,
by capturing the smoothed shape of the spectrum while failing to
produce finer details.

5.2. Computational Cost

The numbers of operations per output sample for the compared
methods are shown in Table 2. Here, the GEQ corresponds to the
previous random-notch-filter method with ten biquad filters [12].
Each biquad uses four adders and five multipliers. Our proposed
method uses eight adders and multipliers for the VNF computa-
tion and two additional adders and three multipliers for the low-
shelf filter. A saving of 77% in the total number of operations
is achieved with the proposed method compared to the previous
technique.

5.3. Perceptual Test

A Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor
(MUSHRA) test was conducted to assess the realism of the gen-
erated samples. In total, 21 participants took the test. All of the
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(c) GEQ

Figure 7: Statistical spectral analysis of the (a) recorded and (b),
(c) processed tomtom sounds, cf. Fig. 5.

participants reported having normal hearing, and 20 of them had
participated in a formal listening test before. The mean age of the
participants was 28.3 years with a standard deviation of 2.87. The
test was implemented using webMUSHRA [27] and conducted in
sound-proofed listening booths at the Aalto Acoustics Lab using
Sennheiser HD-650 headphones. The task in the test was to assess
the realism of the timbral variations within a single stimulus com-
pared to the variations within the reference item. Each test item
was a time-quantized sequence of 20 samples. The total energy
of each sample was normalized. The temporal quantization and
normalization were applied to eliminate any timing and loudness
variations, and to focus the study purely on the timbral variations.

The test included one training page and three experiment pages
for each of the tested sound types. The subjects were allowed to
adjust the sound level suitably during the training phase. Each ex-
periment contained five stimuli and the hidden reference, which
are listed in Table 3 with short descriptions. The order of the ex-
periments as well as the order of each item was randomized for
each participant. With 21 participants, 63 data points per test item
were gathered. For the reference item (Ref1), we selected a set of
20 recorded samples, and for the anchor, a loop of the first sam-
ple in Ref1. The anchor was assumed to receive a low score as it
contained no variations. The stimuli included also a second item
having real recordings (Ref2). Ref2 was obtained from Ref1 by
shuffling the order of the samples. This item was added as a sanity
check to find out whether a shuffled set of real recordings would
be rated as realistic.

The remaining three stimuli in the listening test were all se-
quences of sounds filtered with the different methods, as sum-
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(c) GEQ

Figure 8: Statistical spectral analysis of the (a) recorded and (b),
(c) processed knocking sounds, cf. Fig. 5.

Table 3: Items included in the listening test.

Test item Description
Ref1 Reference sequence of 20 unique recordings
Ref2 Random permutation of Ref1
Anchor First sample of Ref1 repeated 20 times
VNF 20 sounds filtered with naive VNF
GEQ 20 sounds filtered with randomized GEQ [12]
Proposed 20 sounds filtered with proposed method

marized in Table 3. The first recording of Ref1 was used as the
source sample for each filtering method. Test item “proposed”
corresponded to the proposed variation filter using the parameters
given in Table 1 for each sound type, whereas “VNF” was created
with a naive VNF without the low-shelf filter or the direct path.
Finally, “GEQ” corresponded to the previous method using a ran-
domized GEQ [12].

The rating scale was from 0–100 with five text labels, as seen
in Fig. 10. At the top, corresponding to a scoring range 80–100
was the label “realistic” followed by “almost realistic” (60–80),
“slightly realistic” (40–60), “unrealistic” (20–40), and, finally, at
the bottom “very unrealistic” (0–20).

Figure 9 shows the perceptual test results. The hidden refer-
ence (Ref1) received a median score of 100 with all tested sound
types with a 75% confidence interval within the “realistic” la-
bel. Ref2 achieved similar results as Ref1 but with a larger vari-
ance. This indicates that distinguishing Ref1 and Ref2 was quite
challenging. Additionally, many participants reported finding two
items very close to the reference in most of the experiments. The
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(a) Hihat (b) Snare (c) Tomtom (d) Door knock

Figure 9: Perceptual test results for the (a) hihat, (b) snare, (c) tomtom, and (d) door-knock sounds, shown using the violinplot function
[26]. The boxplot shape is included as a black line in the center of the violin. The central mark indicates the median, and the bottom
and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The violin outline shows the kernel density estimation and is
overlaid with the data points.

anchor received a median score of 0 with each sound type with
the 75% confidence interval within the “very unrealistic” label, as
expected.

Of the compared filtering methods, the proposed method
achieved the highest median score, which was within the “slightly
realistic” label with each of the sound types. It was rated clearly
as more realistic than the anchor with each sound type. However,
it was not shown to be statistically better than the previous GEQ
method. The GEQ method was the second-best filtering method,
based on the median score with all sounds, except in the case of
the hihat, where the naive VNF received a higher median score.

The door-knock sound received the widest distribution of
scores. It might have been harder to rate the door-knock sounds
than the musical sounds of the hihat, snare, and tomtom. The lat-
ter group of sounds is commonly heard in music, so there might
have been a better consensus on their realism, whereas door-knock
sounds might not be listened to with as much focus on detail in
everyday life.

Overall, the listening test method itself could be improved.
Especially the difficulty of distinguishing between Ref1 and Ref2
is problematic in a MUSHRA test. Moreover, the relatively wide
distribution of scores, even for the hidden reference, suggests that
the task was very challenging, and there was no clear consensus
among test subjects of what is considered a realistic variation in
percussive sounds. Finally, a direct comparison against the ref-
erence in a MUSRHA test would require the filtered variations
to match precisely those of the reference signal to achieve a high
score, as indicated by the results of test items Ref1 and Ref2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A novel algorithm for creating realistic variations of a single per-
cussive source sample was proposed. The new method employs a
short and sparse VNF for creating random variations and a first-
order low-shelf filter for targeting the variations in the desired fre-
quency range. A scaled version of this processed signal is added
to the original sample to change it. The introduced variations are
modeled based on a statistical analysis of multiple recordings of
the same sound type.

The variations in the magnitude spectrum in real recordings
of four sound types— hihat, snare, tomtom, and door knocking

Figure 10: Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the perceptual test.

sounds—were analyzed and used as the ground truth. The varia-
tions generated with the proposed method and a previous random-
equalization method were compared against the ground truth ob-
jectively. The proposed method was shown to produce detailed
variations with each test sound. However, the previous method
matched the range of variations better with some test sounds. A
perceptual test was conducted to assess the subjective quality of
the generated sounds. The proposed method was shown to produce
variations that improved the realism over the repetitive playback of
a single sample. Furthermore, the proposed method outperformed
the previous method marginally in the listening test while using
77% fewer computational operations.

The proposed method may be used to humanize sampling syn-
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thesis of drum and contact sounds, for example. As the algorithm
has only a few parameters, it is easy to adjust for use with many
different sounds for which only a single recording is available.
Further research is needed to understand better the effect of the
filter parameters on the perceived variations and to improve the
overall audio quality to better match the ground truth perceptually.
The method is widely applicable in music, gaming, and virtual re-
ality.
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